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WELCOME TO SAFE HAVEN, POPULATION 907...Nestled in the woods of Wisconsin, Safe Haven
is miles from everything. With one road in and out, this is a town so peaceful it has never needed a
full-time police force. Until now...A helicopter has crashed on the outskirts of town and something
terrible has been unleashed. A classified secret weapon programmed to kill anything that stands in
its way. Now it&apos;s headed for the nearest lights to do what it does best. Isolate. Terrorize.
Annihilate.Soon all phone lines are dead and the road is blocked. Safe Haven&apos;s only chance
for survival rests on the shoulders of an aging county sheriff. And as the body count rises, the sheriff
realizes something even more terrifying - maybe death hasn&apos;t come to his little town by
accident...WELCOME TO SAFE HAVEN, POPULATION 907... 906... 905...AFRAID by Jack
KilbornAre you afraid of the dark? You will be.ABOUT THE KONRATH/KILBORN COLLECTIVEThe
Konrath/Kilborn Collective is not a series. It&apos;s an ongoing collection of horror and
technothriller novels that can each be read as a standalone. Some feature characters who appear in
more than one story.If you are a more sensitive (or adventurous) reader, the Konrath/Kilborn scale
rates specific categories from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) to give you some idea if this is your kind of
book.AFRAID by Jack KilbornScary - 10Violent - 9Funny - 2Sexy - 2Crossover - Characters from
AFRAID also appear in, TRAPPED, SERIAL KILLERS UNCUT, SPREE, and HAUNTED HOUSE
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It may be the worst-kept secret in publishing that Jack Kilborn is the pseudonym of novelist J.A.
Konrath. Fans of Konrath's Jack Daniel's serial killer novels know that he's not afraid to depict
graphic violence. That knowledge is not going to prepare you for what you'll face in Afraid.The plot
is high concept, and simple enough to summarize in just a few sentences. Every major government,
including our own, is experimenting in "Red-ops." Why turn soldiers into killers, when it's so much
easier to turn killers into soldiers? And if you can use cutting-edge technology to enhance them, so
much the better. One such Red-ops team of psycho killers accidentally crash lands in bucolic Safe
Haven, Wisconsin. It's a terrible, terrible mistake, as the team launches into what they've been
trained to do--kill and maim in the most terrifying (and may I add disgusting) way imaginable. Only
the elderly town sheriff has begun to suspect that it may not be a mistake after all...And it was that
last bit, in the book's description, that got me. Not a mistake? What do they want? I was hooked. I
mean HOOKED. I had important work to do, but once I had started it, I could not stop reading this
book until I finished it. I read it in less than a day. The pacing of the novel was relentless, as was the
subject matter. I had been told that this was a gory novel. In no way does that prepare you for the
level of sickness you will encounter in this novel. I can not emphasize enough that Afraid is not for
the faint of heart. If it were a film, I wouldn't have made it through the first five minutes. (Let's all
hope they never make a movie.) Kilborn's creative, I'll give him that. I don't even know how a
healthy mind goes to the places his went.

Safe Haven, Wisconsin is a small town that likes it privacy. It chose, years ago, to forgo the
economic benefits of tourism in favor of the peaceful and quiet existence of rural life. The town only
has one major road, and a County Sheriff who patrols on a part-time basis. Unfortunately the peace
and tranquility of Safe Haven explode in an instant one crisp autumn night when a helicopter
crashes and explodes near the town.The local volunteer fire department responds, as does the
County Sheriff, but neither of the entities is prepared for what has been unleashed on Safe Haven.
The town is quickly shutdown--roadblocks at each end of town--and a group of raving killers is set
loose on the populace. The novel opens with the slow and painful torture of an elderly couple and
swiftly moves between several characters, including the Sheriff, the firefighters, an old woman and a
young boy, a waitress, a scientist and his pet monkey, an eccentric old crook, and the

killers.AFRAID is an explosion of a novel. It opens hard and fast, and never lets up. The plot is crisp,
and what it lacks in believability, it makes up for in taut and forward-looking action and suspense.
The characters are well-drawn and fulfill their roles, within the story, with precision. The prose is
straight forward and literate in a thriller sense--"Streng wrapped his fingers around her wrist, and for
a moment his body stretched between Ajax and his cousin's wife. Then the giant jerked hard,
breaking Streng's grip, making his face skip across the rug and causing a friction burn on his cheek.
He was hauled into the hallway, past the staircase--so close yet so out of reach--and into Sal's
bedroom, where Ajax lifted him by his leg and held him upside down like a little girl's doll.
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